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July 5, 2019 

Florida’s Historic Capitol lawn was the backdrop for a protest Tuesday calling for the closure of migrant detention 

centers. Ryan Dailey has more. 

Thousands of felons throughout the state have the right to vote thanks to Amendment 4 and Governor Ron 

DeSantis signing the implementing bill into law. But to do so they will have to register first. Capital Reporter Blaise 

Gainey joined former Leon County Commissioner Bob Rackleff as he went door to door doing just that (registering 

felons to vote). 

More people could face felony charges for hazing that results in severe injury or death. The state’s previous rules 

frustrated prosecutors for years, but as Lynn Hatter reports, the death of a Florida State University student 

prompted the change. 

Floridians are working to gather signatures to get as many as 20 proposed constitutional amendments on the 2020 

ballot. But as Regan McCarthy reports a new law creates new barriers for moving so called citizens initiatives 

forward. 

After years of “just saying no,” lawmakers from across Florida’s mostly-conservative legislature okayed a bill this 

year that would legalize needle exchanges.  Those exchanges let injection drug users trade in their dirty needles for 

clean ones, thereby preventing the spread of HIV and Hepatitis C.  Governor Ron DeSantis signed the bill into law 

last week and, as Sammy Mack from WLRN tells us, the new statewide program is being based on a pilot program 

in Miami. 

Tom Flanigan talks with John Finch, the director of Florida’s ABLE United program, about the positive changes 

authorized by this year’s Legislature to the savings plan for people with disabilities. (29:02) 

 

July 12, 2019 

Florida courts have spoken and say the state’s medical marijuana distribution system is unconstitutional Blaise 

Gainey reports that could soon force the legislature and the industry to make changes. 

It sounds like something out of a crime drama. A dirty cop plants illegal drugs on people, then arrests them. State 

investigators say that’s exactly what happened in one North Florida County. Lynn Hatter reports. 

A new study describes the future mass redistribution of plants and animals on earth due to climate change.  An 

author of the study says Florida is already experiencing this migration due to global warming.  Brett Scheffers 

[chef-furs] is a professor of wildlife ecology at the University of Florida. He spoke with WUSF's Jessica Meszaros. 

The study by UF and the University of Tasmania appears in the journal "Nature Climate Change." 

Last month Florida Governor Ron DeSantis signed a bill aimed at promoting workforce training for students and 

adults. Recently the Tallahassee Community College Manufacturing Center hosted a ladies’ night to ensure women 

know those opportunities are open for them too. Regan McCarthy has more… 



Hurricane Michael almost destroyed a century old piece of history when it hit Callaway, Florida. Now, the city must 

dismantle and piece back its one-room schoolhouse to save its historical value, Robbie Gaffney reports. 

Despite recent showers the threat for wildfire continues in Florida. Research out of the University of Florida shows 

the dry season in the southeast United States is lasting longer, raising the risk of lightning-ignited fire. Kevin Del 

Orbe [del-Or-bay] has more. 

What are the most critical documents you need when a hurricane strikes?  And what other financial preparations 

should be done ahead of time?  Tom Flanigan spoke with an expert on the subject. (28:58) 

 

July 19, 2019 

The Florida House wants a say in a lawsuit challenging the constitutionality of state medical marijuana regulations. 

WFSU’s Shawn Mulcahy reports the chamber's lawyers asked a Tallahassee appeals court Tuesday for a chance to 

intervene.    

Florida will soon have a new statue in Washington D.C.’s Statuary Hall.  Education advocate and civil rights pioneer 

Mary McLeod Bethune will have a place among American founders, explorers, inventors and presidents.  

Bethune’s statue replaces that of Edmund Kirby Smith, a decision approved by the Florida Legislature last year, and 

recently agreed to by Governor Ron DeSantis.  Lynn Hater reports, as the changeover looms in D.C., the university 

that bears Bethune’s name is fighting for its life. 

The standard line for hurricane preparation is to stockpile enough food and water to last at least a few days 

following a major storm. But as Regan McCarthy reports some say one important aspect is often left out of 

hurricane prep—mental health. 

A man from Crawfordville – a small town just south of Tallahassee - is accused of physically, verbally and sexually 

abusing his two adopted daughters. The 22-year-old twins say 58-year-old Mirko Ceska and his wife, Regina have 

been abusing them for years up until their alleged escape on July first. Capital Reporter Blaise Gainey attended 

Ceska’s bail hearing Wednesday and has the details on the case. 

On the 50th anniversary of the Apollo 11 mission that put men on the moon, one engineer who worked on the 

project is reflecting on what it meant for the country and spaceflight. Ryan Dailey recently spoke with Duane 

Mitchell, who turned 90 just a week ago. He was at his Tallahassee home with his daughter, Carol. (28:58) 

 

July 26, 2019 

State officials have heralded hemp as a new wonder crop.  But the plant’s recent legalization is complicating 

efforts to enforce marijuana-related charges. Shawn Mulcahy reports the new law has left police and prosecutors 

alike scrambling for a solution. 

New State Hemp Advisory Committee is trying to kick start Florida’s hemp industry. One of its first steps is to 

create rules. Florida’s Director of Cannabis Holly Bell spoke to Capital Reporter Blaise Gainey on how that process 

will move forward. 



Ronald Rubin was ousted this week from his role as Commissioner of the state Office of Financial Regulation by the 

Florida Cabinet. Ryan Dailey reports it was the result of sexual harassment allegations, but Rubin is claiming there 

were political motivations at play. 

Some three-dozen groups are asking Governor Ron DeSantis to stop the build of a massive database to track 

disciplinary and mental health issues of students. The database is a year overdue and was ordered following the 

Parkland school massacre last year. And as Lynn Hatter reports, it’s just one of the difficulties the state is having 

with its new school safety laws. 

Are you being inundated with robocalls? Americans got more than 26 billion of them last year. Now, a massive bill 

that passed the U.S. House this week would attempt to put an end to fraudulent calls and text messages.  Gina 

Jordan spoke with a Florida congressman who’s helping spur the effort. (28:58) 

 

August 2, 2019 

Florida’s state-run crime labs don’t have the ability to determine whether a product is weed, CBD or hemp. And 

the issue is stopping law enforcement in its tracks. Lynn Hatter reports officials say the state’s new hemp law is 

creating a patchwork of enforcement efforts and will likely need the legislature to step in. 

The First District Court of Appeal has reversed a ruling that declared a 2015 law requiring a one-day wait before an 

abortion unconstitutional. Blaise Gainey reports the American Civil Liberties Union is preparing for court once 

again. 

A proposed citizens ballot initiative to let all voters, regardless of party affiliation, vote in primary elections could 

be headed to the 2020 ballot. Ryan Dailey spoke with one of its sponsors, who believes the move would change 

the way Florida politicians campaign. 

A national campaign successfully placed Marsy’s Law on the books in Florida last year.  The amendment put a 

crime victim bill of rights in the state constitution.  When the measure took effect in January, supporters argued it 

was self-implementing.  But eight months later, there’s still no consensus on the amendment’s vague language. 

Shawn Mulcahy reports it even pits parts of the state constitution against each other. (28:58)  

 

August 9, 2019 

A As students across the state prepare to head back to school, ensuring their safety in the classroom is top of mind 

for teachers, administrators, law enforcement and state leaders. Regan McCarthy has more…. 

Currently, the state Department of Education does not keep a complete database of all substitute teachers in the 

state. But Ryan Dailey reports one violent tragedy in Tallahassee last year has raised concerns, and a push for 

better record-keeping at the state level. 

10 months after Hurricane Michael communities in the Big Bend are still struggling to recover. But in the small city 

of Port St. Joe, big changes are coming and not everyone is on board. Robbie Gaffney has more. 

After Hurricane Michael ripped through the panhandle last year it left much of the area battered and beaten. One 

of the most impacted counties is Bay, where Tyndall Air Force Base is located. The base suffered nearly $5 billion 



dollars in damage. But officials at the base used the disaster as a chance to rebuild for the future. Blaise Gainey 

reports their hope was that the Air Force would bring in F35 fighter jets and that plan has now paid off. 

First Lady Casey DeSantis has prioritized expanding access to mental health services to residents’ across the state.  

As part of her campaign called “Hope for Healing,” she announced yesterday that K-12 students in every public 

school across six Northwest Florida counties will have virtual access to mental health evaluations and counseling. 

Capital Reporter Valerie Crowder reports state leaders chose to focus on the region because of an increased need 

for services in the wake of Hurricane Michael… 

When Florida wildlife leaders effectively declared “open season” on iguanas, they called for the animals to be 

killed on private property. And just this week, they doubled down on python eradication. Both animals are 

considered invasive species in Florida, but recent and past issues with how the animals have been killed has led to 

accusations of animal cruelty. The state says all killings have to be done “humanely”. But, what does that actually 

mean? Lynn Hatter examines the issue. (28:58) 

 

August 16, 2019 

Earlier in the month the state’s financial impact estimating group struggled to define certain portions of a 

constitutional amendment petition that would ban assault weapons. Friday the group met again, this time they 

invited the petition sponsor Ban Assault Weapons Now and others to help clarify portions of the amendment. 

Blaise Gainey has the details. 

Pensacola Republican Representative Mike Hill wants to repeal gun safety legislation passed by lawmakers after 

the deadly school shooting last year in Parkland Florida. He says the measures, including a state ban on bump 

stocks, and a provision raising the age to purchase a rifle violate the second amendment. He also says firearms 

aren’t the cause of mass shootings. Regan McCarthy has more….. 

The U.S. Attorney for Florida’s Northern District says he’s willing to review and prosecute marijuana cases that the 

state attorney will not. Ryan Dailey reports the move comes after State Attorney Jack Campbell said last month 

he's pressing pause on prosecuting marijuana cases in light of a new hemp law. 

After a TSA agent named Robert Henry jumped to his death inside the Orlando International Airport in February, 

agents came forward to say Henry was bullied at work and that TSA has a toxic work environment. Our Sister 

station WMFE found dozens of TSA workers across the country with similar stories of workplace harassment and 

retaliation. Health News Florida’s Abe Aboraya reports on two TSA workers who have been hospitalized for suicide 

attempts and thoughts. 

For more than 18 months, the US and China have been engaged in a trade war that has kept the global economy 

on edge. This week, stock markets have been volatile, and while economists try to predict the long term effects of 

the economic standoff between the two countries, WGCU's Andrea [on-DRE-yuh] Perdomo tells us the impacts are 

already being felt by a local nonprofit. 

A laboratory in Apollo Beach is the home of an attempt to preserve Florida's coral reefs, which are dying at an 

alarming rate. WUSF's Steve Newborn takes us inside the lab to see how scientists are getting coral to reproduce. 

(28:58) 

August 23, 2019 



Florida lawmakers have until Tuesday (Aug. 27) to say whether they support a special session on firearms 

legislation. Democrats have called for the move, but 60 percent of the lawmakers in both chambers would have to 

back it—an unlikely outcome in the state’s GOP controlled legislature. Regan McCarthy has more…. 

Florida Education Commissioner Richard Corcoran isn’t shy about his support for charter schools and the state’s 

private school voucher program. He championed school choice policies during his stint in the legislature. But his 

placement as chief of the state’s education system, is beginning to worry public school leaders. Recent comments 

about the future of public education has raised alarm bells for supporters of traditional public schools. Lynn Hatter 

reports. 

Florida voters approved a constitutional amendment allowing some felons to regain the right to vote. Early 

estimates predicted nearly 1.5 million felons would qualify. A new law regarding the amendment cuts that figure 

by half. Both the amendment and the law say felons should repay court-ordered restitution, fines and fees before 

they can register to vote. The American Civil Liberties Union has sued, claiming the requirements are a poll tax—

something banned under the U.S. Constitution. Now, a judge is asking, if that’s the case, whether the amendment 

itself could be unconstitutional.  Capital Reporter Blaise Gainey caught up with Tampa Republican Representative 

Jamie Grant who drafted the enabling bill for the amendment, to get his thoughts. 

Former Tallahassee City Commissioner Scott Maddox has been removed from that office by Governor Ron 

DeSantis. Maddox pleaded guilty to federal corruption charges. But the one-time state Democratic Party chair 

remains an active candidate for a state senator seat. Ryan Dailey spoke with several elections experts about what 

would bar candidates from getting onto a ballot. 

Numerous films and TV shows have been filmed in Florida through the years, from Burn Notice and Miami Vice to 

The Truman Show and Scarface.   The state used to entice producers with financial incentives. But that program 

ended a few years ago, and many productions set in Florida have moved elsewhere.   But some of the state's 

largest counties are now offering their own incentives, as Bradley George reports. 

What makes a musical instrument priceless? Some might say it’s a combination of age and craftsmanship. People 

who have spent their lives making music might think differently. WLRN’s Christine DiMattei brings us the story of 

two South Florida musicians born more than seven decades apart – but bound by a shared love of one special 

instrument. (28:58) 

August 30, 2019 

Florida With the number of prisoners requiring mental health treatment on the rise, Florida Attorney General 

Ashley Moody is asking stakeholders to weigh in on possible solutions. Regan McCarthy has more…. 

A proposed amendment to Florida’s constitution would deregulate and open up competition for investor-owned 

utility companies. This week, attorneys for the amendment’s backers faced tough questions from the Florida 

Supreme Court about its ballot language. Brian Armstrong is an attorney who has decades of experience 

representing utilities, not only in Florida, but in New York and New Jersey.  He spoke with Ryan Dailey about what’s 

dubbed the Florida Energy Choice initiative. 

The American Civil Liberties Union is challenging the constitutionality of a law that allows certain felons to vote, 

but requires them to pay any fees associated with their sentence first. Critics call the new rule a poll tax. But the 

bill’s author argues he simply followed the language voters approved in a 2018 amendment. Now the Judge 



presiding over the case is questioning whether the amendment itself violates the constitution.  Blaise Gainey spoke 

with ACLU lawyer Julie Ebenstein [EH-ben-steen] to get the groups’ view. 

In 2017, Jefferson County became the state's first charter school district. The move came amid pressure from the 

Florida Department of Education, and followed a decade of poor student performance and financial struggles for 

the small, rural district of fewer than 800 students. The district consolidated its elementary school into its middle-

high school campus and closed its alternative school. It hired charter school operator Somerset Academy to take 

over, and most of the teachers and administrators lost their jobs. Some were later rehired at the charter school. In 

the first year, Jefferson saw its school grade jump from an F to a B, before later being revised down to a C. Last 

year, it’s elementary school earned a D. A new documentary from Florida Public Media station WLRN and reporter 

Jessica Bakeman takes a closer look at what happened behind the scenes in the run-up to that conversation, and 

how it's working for students and their families. Lynn Hatter speaks with Bakemen about her reporting on 

Jefferson County Schools. (28:58) 

September 6, 2019 

Floridians are no stranger to hurricanes. But for nearly a decade the state saw no direct landfall from a tropical 

cyclone. Now after consecutive years of major hurricanes, some citizens seem to have a kneejerk reaction when a 

storm system nears. That added to the intensity of recent storms has some questioning the accuracy of storm path 

projections. But as Blaise Gainey reports meteorologists say their technology is working better than ever. 

Commissioners in coastal Wakulla County are asking North Florida Legislators for the funds to build a more secure 

hurricane shelter. Ryan Dailey reports the shelters it has in place can only withstand up to a Category 3 storm. 

Jessica Bakeman from WLRN in Miami talked about storm induced school closure decisions with Broward County 

Schools Superintendent Robert Runcie following the close call from Hurricane Dorian. 

As mass shootings continue to rock the country, Florida lawmakers say more needs to be done to ensure students 

are safe. For some that means allowing more guns on college campuses. But as Regan McCarthy reports for many 

students at Florida State University that proposal leads to more feelings of fear than safety. 

Florida’s largest and oldest tax credit scholarship funding organization is on track to top a billion dollars soon. It’s 

got 200-thousand applications for scholarships from families looking to send their kids to private schools. It’s been 

at the forefront of Florida’s efforts to diversity school options, often putting it at odds with critics who see it as a 

drain on traditional public schools. Lynn Hatter sat down with Step Up For Students President Doug Tuthill, who 

says choice, isn’t going anywhere. The new question, he says, is one of equity. (28:58) 

September 13, 2019 

A proposed Florida assault weapons ban would prohibit all semi-automatic shotguns and rifles that are capable of 

holding more than 10 rounds. State economists say that would affect around 71 percent of rifles and half of 

shotguns. Charlie Strickland, CEO of Tallahassee-based Talon Training Group, says it would leave a gaping exit 

wound in business. Capital Reporter Blaise Gainey spoke with Strickland to find out exactly how. 

In recent weeks a common theme has emerged from two of Florida’s top education leaders: Addressing equity in 

education. Lynn Hatter sat down with Fed Ingram, President of the state’s largest teachers union, the Florida 

Education Association. She also spoke with Doug Tuthill, President of the biggest corporate tax scholarship 

program, Step Up for Students to discuss the issue. For people usually on different sides of education policy, both 



are deeply invested in promoting equity in public education. But what does equity look like?  Here’s part of those 

conversations. 

Florida’s tourism numbers are growing. They’re high enough to make up for other industries—like construction 

that the state’s chief economist says are lagging. But as lawmakers stare down a tight budget year and a projected 

economic slowdown the questions becomes—how long can tourism compensate? Regan McCarthy has more 

Some board members of the Florida Defense Alliance are irked they can’t get any face time with Governor Ron 

DeSantis. Ryan Dailey reports the issue came to a head during a Thursday conference call held by the group. 

It's hard to picture Florida without palm trees. They line the state’s highways and beaches and are abundant at 

parks and resorts. Its difficult to imagine a Florida sunset without a palm somewhere along the horizon. An invasive 

bacteria is increasingly threatening Florida’s iconic palms, including the state tree, the Sabal Palm. WGCU’s Andrea 

Perdomo has more.   

We live in an information age -- and you can have all the information in the world, but it’s useless -- if you can’t 

understand it. And that’s the case for a lot of Guatemalan Mayans in Palm Beach County. WLRN’s Madeline Fox 

introduces us to a group of teenagers who are trying to bridge a language gap. They call themselves - the Mayan 

Girls.  (28:57) 

September 20, 2019 

When it comes to the preferred weapons of choice for mass shooters, AR-15 style rifles are high on the list.  

Variants of the AR-15 were used by gunmen at the Las Vegas Harvest music festival shooting, as well as the Sandy 

Hook and Marjory Stoneman Douglas school shootings. That gun has taken much of the blame for lost lives, and is 

itself the target of proposed gun bans across America. Blaise Gainey has more. 

Lawmakers took some time this week to consider the causes of mass violence -- and how mental illness could play 

a part.  Gina Jordan says the discussions came amid a request for more mental health funding for schools. 

The state of Florida is refining draft rules for its hemp program, which officials expect to become a multi-million 

dollar business within a year. Ryan Dailey reports. 

It’s taking residents in the Panhandle longer to recover after Hurricane Michael than it typically takes after a 

hurricane hits Florida. That’s something the state’s chief economist says lawmakers should keep in mind as they 

start thinking about next year’s state budget. Regan McCarthy reports. 

For years, certain issues such as climate change and LGBTQ rights have been solidly associated with the Democratic 

side of the political spectrum.  But now some Florida Republicans are beginning to adopt a more bi-partisan view 

on these matters. Robbie Gaffney has more on how lawmakers are working to make changes this coming 2020 

legislative session. 

Teachers, students, and families from Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School don't want people to forget how 

their lives were changed. So they told their stories to a former student who's been collecting them. A year and a 

half after the shooting, WLRN's Caitie Switalski [Kate-EE Swuh-TALL-ski] visited a new exhibit at the Coral Springs 

Museum of Art ... that tells these stories through photography and sound. (28:58) 

September 27, 2019 



Republican State representative Jaimie Grant says there’s too much room in the state’s rules regarding petition 

drives. He wants to close what he says are loopholes. But others see the effort as a way to restrict citizen-driven 

changes to the state’s governing document. And as Lynn Hatter reports, those warring views clashed Thursday in a 

Florida house hearing. 

Ryan Dailey has been following the many changes that took place in a Senate committee today in a sweeping 

education reform bill and talks over the highlights with Tom Flanigan. 

A measure that aims to help utilities keep the lights on following a major storm is ready for discussion on the floor 

of both Florida chambers. But as Regan McCarthy reports the plan comes at a cost. 

A bill that would set a cap on toll roads in Miami-Dade County passed the full House today. Bill sponsor Hialeah 

Republican Representative Bryan Avila says what the Expressway Authority has been doing is egregious and must 

come to a stop. Blaise Gainey has the details. 

We’re heading into an early weekend at the Florida Capitol, so Gina Jordan is looking ahead to Session’s next-to-

final week. 

Previous attempts by Florida lawmakers to crack down on distracted driving went nowhere.  But there seems to be 

more movement in that direction this year and Tom Flanigan visited a Tallahassee traffic safety fair where 

organizers were hopeful the legislation will finally pass. (28:58) 


